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Introduction:  It has been proposed that northern
lowland of Mars had once covered by ocean [1]. Re-
cent high-resolution altimetric data from the Mars
Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) instrument on the
Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) mission provides evi-
dence for possible ancient oceans on Mars [2]. If there
were oceans on Mars, we may expect a meteorite im-
pact into the possible martian oceans, which results in
the formation of marine target crater. Such a marine
target crater on Mars was studied by Ormö and Mui-
nonen [3]. According to their study there are a few
candidates for such craters in Western Arabia Shelf
located at the transition between the lowlands and
highlands. Meteorite impact into martian ancient
ocean generates tsunami and then there is a possibility
that we may find some geological evidence of tsunami
deposits around the possible shoreline of the ancient
ocean (the contact 1 [2]). This will probably be one of
the candidates for future landing site of the Mars mis-
sion. In this paper we study generation and propaga-
tion of impact-induced tsunami on Mars by using
numerical models.

Impact frequency on martian ocean:  Impact
frequency on possible martian ocean is dependent on
its area and duration. If the impact crater (38N, 13E)
with the diameter of about 20 km proposed by Ormö
and Muinonen [3] were really the marine target crater,
this suggsts that the possible ocean is characterized by
the contact 1. In Fig. 1 we show the formation fre-
quency of 20 km sized crater for the possible ocean
with the contact 1. The formation frequencies are cal-
culated for three impact frequency models [4]. We
used the low impact frequency after 2.5Ga, and this
results suggest that formation of marine target crater
requires about ten million years. For more ancient
ocean it requires less period because of higher impact
frequency.

Generation of tsunami:  We assumed that impact-
induced tsunami is generated by formation of the ma-
rine target crater proposed by Ormö and Muinonen [3]
and that the possible ancient ocean is characterized by
the contact 1 [2]. The depth of the ocean at  the im-
pact point is about 450m. We assumed that the crater
cavity with diameter of 20 km was formed in the
ocean with the ocean floor characterized by the pres-
ent altimeter data. We can consider the three stages of
impact-induced tsunami generations [5]; (1) the wave

coupled with high air pressure and wind generated by
the entry of meteorite into the martian atmosphere, (2)
the rim wave formed at the front of the ejecta curtain,
(3) the wave caused by movement  of water to fill and
flow out of the crater cavity.  Mtasui et al. [5] showed
that the receding and rushing waves generated by the
third stage were the most devastating waves. We nu-
merically simulated movement of water into and flow
out of the crater cavity based on the non-linear shal-
low water theory with dispersion effect. In Fig. 2 we
show the temporal variation of the water levels at the
center and the rim of the crater. It is shown that the
water that flowed into the crater cavity accumulates
and the crater cavity overfilled, thus, generating the
rushing wave outward.

Propagation of tsunami:  We can obtain the wave
amplitude and period of receding and rushing waves,
and the water depth around the crater from the above
numerical simulation. Using these results as the initial
conditions we can simulate oceanic propagation of
tsunami based on the linearized long-wave theory in
the spherical coordinates [6]. Fig. 3 shows the tempo-
ral variations of water level at the coastal region. As
seen in these figures there are two types of tsunamis
that attacked the coast near the crater; one is the re-
ceding wave and the other is the rushing wave. No
measurable wave was found ahead of the initial re-
ceding wave. Maximum tsunami height (more than 60
m) is observed at the location 2 [after 2.3 hours from
the impact event] (Fig. 3). We may find some evi-
dence of tsunami around this region if the above as-
sumptions of numerical simulation are reasonable.
The receding wave covers the entire ocean over about
30 hours after the impact. The maximum water level
of the ocean during 30 hours after the impact is shown
in Fig. 4. And dominant frequency of tsunami waves
is estimated to be about 1.7 hours.
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Figure 1.  Formation frequencies of the 20 km
sized crater in possible ancient ocean on Mars. The
thick and thin solid, broken curves represent the re-
sults for the impact frequency models [4] by  Neu-
kum1, Neukum2 and Hartmann, respectively.

Figure 2.  Temporal variations of  water height
from the still water at the center and the rim of the
assumed marine target crater on Mars.

Figure 3.  Temporal variations of water hight from
the still surface at some coastal regions of possible
ancient ocean with the contact 1. The locations are
shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Maximum water hight from the still
surface of the possible ancient ocean  with the contact
1 during 30 hours after the impact. Possible impact
crater (star) and some specific locations (1-5) are also
shown.
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